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This study examines the impacts of R&D expenditure and human structure on 
operating performance in Taiwan chemistry firms. Extended from the model of 
determining factors of operating performance among electronic firms developed by 
Yang, Fu, and Chang (2000), this study analyzed the influence of R&D and human 
structure on corporation productivity. We find that labor inputs, human capital, R&D 
activity, and marketing & managerial activities are significant factors on outputs of 
chemistry firms in Taiwan. 
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H?   ??????????????? 
dL/L?  ?????????????????? 
dK/K?  ???????????????????? 
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dM/M?  ?????????????????? 
R/Y?  ??????????????????? 
M/Y?  ??????????????????? 
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? 1. ??????????????  ??: % 
 dY/Y dL/L dK/K dR/R dM/M R/Y M/Y 
??? 11.13 -1.12 9.09 5.42 5.74 3.25 16.50 
??? 2.84 0.88 8.39 3.02 0.26 2.27 10.70 
??? 57.43 33.52 44.91 52.92 74.75 3.11 12.65 

















?? ??? t? 2R  
dL/L 0.57 3.00*** 0.27 
dK/K -0.11 -0.92  
dR/R .011 1.83*  
dM/M 0.38 2.26**  
R/Y 0.09 0.12  
M/Y -0.16 -0.80  
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